
 

 

Our Yoga Story in Cuba 
Some reflections on our 18 year history of intercambio with the Cuban 

yoga communities by Mary Paffard  May 2017 

Eduardo and AYC 
Eduardo Pimentel began teaching 
yoga in the 80s, after studying  with 
with teachers  like Ramon Aristes 
Guinea, and  with resources from 
the Self Realisation Society that has 
had a presence in Habana since 
1957.  Inspired by  aspects of the 
Sivananda and Iyengar styles of 
yoga, he created the Cuban Yoga 
Associaion  AYC “trying to 
cultivate a Cuban style where the 
student-teacher relationship is more 
flexible, closer and warmer”.  Over 
the years, we have supported 
Eduardo’s pioneering work and 
brought materials to Cuba and 
helped Eduardo come to present 
and study in the US.    Eduardo is a 
chess master and also has an 
academic background in physical 
education.  All this has served him 
well in demystifying yoga for the 
Cuban population. He often 
appears on TV and in government 
sponsored programs.   

BEGINNINGS  
In 1998, my little family – Bernie my partner, and Cyd – 10 years old 
at that time – went to Habana.   We were on one of the first holidays 

that we had had that didn’t involve yoga trips or family visits.   After 
a few weeks on the beach near Cancun we decided to follow up a 

suggestion from a Spanish yoga teacher friend who had been in Cuba 
and was amazed at the budding shoots of yoga that were appearing at 

that time.  She encouraged me to share information with them; 
although there was enthusiasm there was no easy access to teachers 

and information that was beginning to flood the west.   We had had 
enough of beach life and were looking for something more engaging!   

And we found it.   This was not an easy excursion .  We were 
welcomed by Eduardo Pimentel, Cuba’s most wellknown yoga 

teacher, and I taught 3 sessions in the most bizarre of locations.   We 
all fell in love with the Cubans but navigating Habana during the late 

90s after the relationship with USSR 
had collapsed  was not easy for 

foreigners. Defintitely ready for beach 
life again afterwards!   At least Cyd 

and Bernie were.   I found myself 
crying the entire flight back to Mexico 

and wondered why!     I am still 
puzzling that one out…… 
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LIFTING THE EMBARGO ON 
OUR HEARTS 1999 

When I asked Eduardo how I could help 
these ardent practitioners, he told me 
about an event that the African 
American Yoga Teachers Association 
were planning for the next year.  As you 
know we still live –even in 2017 - under 
an embargo with Cuba and the intention 
was to use yoga as a way to bridge the 
gulf between our hearts at least!  Over 
300 Cubans and 100 plus internationals 
came to this event – 4 days of yoga, 
meditation, workshops, salsa, ballet 
folklorico presentations by people like 
Lucius Walker…all organised by our 
very own Malia Everette, who now runs 
our trips through her organization 
Altruvistas 18 years later!  In ’98, there 
was an extraordinary group of ministries 
who pushed through the red tape and 
doubts to make what was to be a pivotal 
moment in the yoga story.  Often yoga 
aficionados refer to this event with great 
emotion and appreciation. For me it was 
the point that I decided to committ to a 
longer term more sustainable plan and in 
consultation with friends Rodney Yee, 
Patty Hirota Cohen, we began an almost 

yearly teachers intensive – 
sometimes biannual working 

with those who are 
some of the best 
teachers on the 

planet right now – in 
my opinion!! 

OUR HABANA FRIENDS 
In these photos you will see some of the people 
that we have worked with over the last 18 
years.,in many different situations, supporting 
Eduardo initially and then broadening our 
support to include those who have struggled to 
find yoga education and material support.  Most 
years, I have led a long workshop or teacher 
further education and brought many different 
teachers with me in an attempt to educate and 
learn from the Cubans as much to share the 
information that we have.    

Odorico to the right – used to work 
with students of 3rd Edad (elder 
population) in his small flat with 
makeshift props creating amazing 
restorative sequences.   He came 
to yoga with Eduardo because of 
severe health problems; he has 
now retired but was involved in 
inspiring the next generation of 
yogis, which is the focus of our work now. 
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HOLGUIN – a City of Alternative Health 
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commitment to support her rich evolving 

community as much as possible.  This culminated 
in a pilot program called Yoga Va! The more 

experienced teachers in Habana helped in this 
training and became E-RYT 500s with Yoga 
Alliance in the process.   We in the US may be 

cynical about certification however it has helped all 
these teachers to have this 

international certification.  
Unlike many central and 

southern american 
countries overrun with US 

and european yoga 
businesses, Cuba has the 

potential with all its 
cultural richness and 

alternative  medical 
prowess to take care of its 

own yoga tourism and its own yoga trainings.  

Mariela, Rubio & Estrella 
Mariela is a licensed psychotherapist. She has written a book, based on her 

research in hospital settings, about Yoga and Depression and Anxiety that we are 
currently in the process of translating.  Mariela also works in a clinic focused on 
patients with neurological disease, particularly Ataxia and this has become a highlight 
for our visiting groups...   
Rubio began as a student in Mariela’s class at a challenging time in his life.  He has 
dedicated his life to yoga and now runs a teacher training program of his own called 
Abhyasa Yoga and he appears regularly on television and radio, promoting and de-
mystifying the benefits of yoga. 
Estrella Marrero retired from her respected post as Professor of Physical Education and 
became a student of Mariela’s – They now work together and along with Rubio form a 
strong  faculty for our Yoga Va 2 Program and a sangha for ongoing education. 

1

So where are the women yogis some of you are 

saying?   The first group of teachers that Eduardo 
trained were mainly men.   However he soon 

created a further training with women and now 
there are more and more women teachers.  As in US 

and Europe, most of the practitioners are now 
women. 

Mariela Gongora is one of these marvellous 
teachers.   She studied with Eduardo for many years 

and would come up to Habana – a long way from 
Holguin - whenever she could.   I met her in the 

early 2000s and made a 
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Conchita – Ayurveda and Gardens! 
Conchita is a highly respected scientist who helped 
invent a vaccination for meningitis that has been a 
major gift to the world.  She began yoga a few years ago 
and is one of the most important voices supporting yoga 
on many levels.  I gave Conchita her first yoga mat and 
presented her with a brilliant little yoga book that 
Mariela and a colleague, Roynel Martinez, wrote. 
Sometimes our role here is simply to be a conduit for 
their incredible creativity!  
We often meet at her center, Casa F in the Finlay 
Institute – a research organization that she founded 
many moons ago -  and where she is working on health 
and nutrition education and the development of 
Moringa.   This plant/tree has been cultivated 
extensively in recent years due to a dialogue between 
the late Fidel and Conchita on how to support the 
nutritional levels of the population, under the duress of 
the embargo and a challenged economy. 
Over the years we have brought many books and 
information about Ayurveda to Conchita who sees this 
as an important vehicle within their preventative health 
system.  Cyd has taught basic courses on Dinacharya. 
(daily self care)  The Indian Embassy also encourages 
Ayurvedic study and arranges cultural exchanges where 
yoga is supported. The photos top right – with Conchita 
above - was at a Cuba India Yoga Festival  in 2013, 
arranged by the embassy  and where we were invited to 
teach along with Cuban and Indian teachers.  It was 

attended by over 150 
yogis!    

 

You will see much evidence of the 
influence of the Chinese in Cuba.  There is 
a Chinatown in Habana and you often see 
Tai Chi being done by the more elderly 
population in the streets or parks. 
Conchita believes that Ayurveda and 
India have a closer more natural affinity 
with the Cuban esprit. If yoga is seen in 
the context of ayurveda, it may help the 
last few hurdles of its cultural acceptance, 
possibly being more widely used in their 
health systems.  This is a country where 
you can chose to be treated in a western 
medical or in a complimentary way.   

The garden at Casa F is a respite for 
visiting groups and a place of calm and 
verdancy in the midst of hectic Habana.  
Juan Sosa led a walking meditation here 
with our Yoga Va group after a 5 day 
residential retreat with Narayan 
Liebenson that we organized in Jan 2017. 
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YOUTH and YOGA= Yoga Va 2! 
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deeper yoga tradition. Most of the Cubans that 
we tend to meet are interested in a more fluid 
meditative practice that tunes into the bigger 
body of the earth and honors their cultural 
artistic influences.   This is particularly so with 
this younger generation.  After completing our 
pilot  Yoga Va program here in 2010, I never 
thought I would be thinking about doing 
anything else again on that level. But we began 
the current Yoga Va2 (YV2) just before the 
famous meeting of Raoul and Obama Dec 17 
2014 to help the younger teachers have a 
thorough education at no cost and be able to 
take on the yoga opportunites that other visitors 
are beginning to take over! The YV2 course is 
taught by Cubans, Central American teachers 
and myself.   See below Edgar Ortiz, from 
Costa Rica, complimenting one of our current 
students, Tamara, on her prowess in beach 
yoga!   

YV2 is a tremendous undertaking and the 
Director of the program in Cuba, Jorge Avila 
has dedicated the last 2 years to supporting 
these young fledging teachers and exploring 
how the community can evolve in the future.  
Without his long standing friendship and wise 
compassionate guidance all our support would 
go to naught.  He is the 
Yoga Va lighthouse and 
will continue after the 
program to keep the 
flame bright along with 
all his other friends and 
colleagues for many 
years to come.   
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Even though that first trip to Cuba was not the 
most tranquil or easy for a 10 year old, Cyd’s 
return trips in recent years have been more 
easeful and fun, helping us have more contact 
with the younger generation.  

In Habana there is an extraordinary group of 
yoga practitioners who are also meditators and 
artists, musicians, ecologists.   Like many of 
Cyd’s generation they want to break the 
boundaries between these fields of study and are 
riding on the work of previous generations who 
have made this more feasible.     

There has always been a much more natural 
dance between the arts and yoga.   In my early 
years of teaching the belly work in Cuba – I 
remember being amazed at how easily Cubans 
move into natural dance like rhythms. 
Whenever music starts up in the street while we 
are in the middle of a class– which happens a 
lot in Cuba – all the Cubans start moving and 
grooving and their yoga has a visceral 
celebratory quality that we northerners have 
lost.   The way they talk about yoga is very 
poetic, often with images of “la naturaleza” and 
their understanding of the body , has the 
potential to help us all stay more grounded and 
enhance the natural flow with their practice.  
Here as everywhere I battle with “western” 
prescriptions to “tuck the tailbone” and force 
bodies into positions that have lost the quality 
of ahimsa and their own inherent beautiful 
posture.   To some degree, a westernised 
version of yoga has arrived in Central America 
with all its gems and its obscurations of the 



 

 

This foto is from 2000  when friends  
Rodney Yee, Patty Hirota Cohen and 
Rama Jyoti Vernon and myself first 
offered a teachers intensive. Almost 
everyone in this foto we are still in touch 
with and they have continued to evolve 
as great teachers and we treasure their 
dedication, friendship and inspiration.     

Help us continue this lovestory!  and help 
Yoga Va Latino and Jorge and colleagues 
support yoga and friendship between our 
countries.   

Our website is now 
www.yogavalatino.org  

 

Cultural life is powerful here.    The arts are embedded in 
education and life.   Even if there are many material limitations 
because of the embargo and other impacts on the economy,you 
will often see children carrying saxophones, dancing in the street, 
music at all hours, which is heartening in this world of “stuff” 
and our usual left brain thinking.  

In the past we have supported programs that bring the arts and 
yoga to children –to the left is a foto of a young girl in the main 
cancer ward of a Habana childrens hospital. Jorge continues to 
volunteer here as an artist to help the children.  In this hospital, 
there were hardly any drugs because of the embargo.  Even the 
intravenous drips looked ancient and on the day we took this 
foto, the doctors were truly depressed as they had run out of 
drips completely.   Ironically, they often have children coing 
from other countries – including the US!- for their treatments as 
their surgery has become very respected and of course, all health 
care is free.   Cuba uses its doctors and medicine as foreign 
exchange and well wishing.   Unfortunately as dedicated as many 
doctors are, their workloads are challenging and they earn less 
than taxi drivers.  Any donations of routine medications like 
aspirins and vitamins are always welcomed.     
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Jorge Avila 2013 
Our Lighthouse! 


